Crunch1 jobs fail if the docker image is saved with a program that escapes colons or other filename chars.

Python SDK, hence arv-keepdocker, recently started escaping ":" in filenames.

**Subtasks:***

- Task # 14808: Review 14806-crunch1-unescape-manifest

**Related issues:**

- Related to Arvados - Bug #14539: [SDKs] [arv-mount] Use "." placeholder to persist empty directories added

**Revision d3cd3171 - 02/05/2019 03:41 PM - Tom Clegg***

Merge branch ’14806-crunch1-unescape-manifest’

fixes #14806

Arvados-DCO-1.1-Signed-off-by: Tom Clegg <tclegg@veritasgenetics.com>

**History**

#1 - 02/04/2019 08:57 PM - Tom Clegg

- Related to Bug #14539: [SDKs] [arv-mount] Use "." placeholder to persist empty directories added

#2 - 02/04/2019 09:00 PM - Tom Clegg

14806-crunch1-unescape-manifest @ 612c183a11c615d453d1ce6aa51f32652be0ae02

#3 - 02/04/2019 09:09 PM - Tom Clegg

- Description updated

#4 - 02/05/2019 03:14 PM - Peter Amstutz

Tom Clegg wrote:

14806-crunch1-unescape-manifest @ 612c183a11c615d453d1ce6aa51f32652be0ae02

Did a manual test in arvbox, this LGTM.

#5 - 02/05/2019 06:30 PM - Tom Clegg

- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved

Applied in changeset arvadosid3cd31711ab889e0c2c4732a977515a5de3236eb.

#6 - 02/05/2019 09:13 PM - Peter Amstutz

- Release set to 21

#7 - 02/05/2019 09:45 PM - Tom Morris

- Release deleted (21)

#8 - 03/01/2019 06:30 PM - Tom Morris